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Abstract

I Deep Learning based controllers often do not have a notion of uncertainty
that can detect a potential failure in non-generalizable situations.

I We use a Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) that has a notion of uncertainty
that can detect such situations in simulated and real robotic domains in
Learning from Demonstrations (LfD) frameworks.

I We show that allowing the learner to request additional demonstrations in
such situations results in a good trade-off between data-efficiency and final
performance.

Introduction

I Neural Network (NN) based controllers generally do not make good
extrapolations to unseen situations. As a result NN based approaches for
LfD result in control policies that perform well only on the demonstrator
induced distribution of states on a system with specific dynamics.

I This calls for mechanisms to detect non-generalizable situations.

I In this work we use Bayes-by-Backprop [1, BBB] based BNN in a LfD
framework to learn policy in a way that generates high and low predictive
uncertainty on non-generalizable and generalizable situations respectively.

Key Contributions

I Using a BBB based BNN to learn and represent policy that can
predict the task success by detecting a non-generalizable situation as its
predictive uncertainty, and

I proposing a mechanism that builds on top of this uncertainty to learn
across multiple tasks with judicious requests for demonstrations.

Methodology and the Proposed Mechanism

I The tractable cost function to optimize given by BBB is

F(D, ~θ) ≈ 1

M

M∑
i=1

log q(~w (i) | ~θ)− log
(
P(~w (i))P(D | ~w (i))

)
, (1)

where w (i) is the i th Monte-Carlo sample from the variational distribution
q(~w |~θ) parametrized with ~θ.

I The novelty in our mechanism lies in three pieces
1. Moving-Windows:: Short histories of last k time-steps,
2. Policy for generating control and uncertainty:: The optimized parameters ~θ∗ of

the learned controller π̂ are obtained as
~θ∗ = arg min

~θ

F(D, ~θ).

After optimization, the controller computes its prediction of the experts action and its
uncertainty on the current situation with ~xt as input, thereof as

~at, ~σt = π̂(~xt), where ~at = E
[
P(~̂y |~xt)

]
, ~σt =

√
Var
[
P(~̂y |~xt)

]
,

which are estimated using Monte-Carlo samples.
3. Detector:: it decides whether the current policy generalizes well to the current

situation.

Experiments

Real Pendulum Swing-up HalfCheetah Swimmer

I We created multiple tasks by changing the pole-mass of a real pendulum
and masses and lengths of various body parts of Swimmer and HalfCheetah.

I The demonstrations were generated from pre-trained controllers.

I We use the following episodic reward (rd) and episodic standard
deviation (σd) on task d as our evaluation metrics:

rd = E

 T∑
t=k

rt

 , costd = E

 T∑
t=k

ct

 , σd = E

 T∑
t=k

σt

 . (2)

Results

Uncertainty as a predictor of task success::
For each swing-up task, the uncertainty σd and cost

costd are plotted over five runs. These quantities

are directly related, thus σt can be used as a predictor

for task success. Training is performed on task 6.

Data-Efficiency:: The cumulative reward

after making 2 requests for demonstrations.

The proposed active learner can outperform

naive learner that requests for demonstrations

in every task.

Tuning learner conservativeness:: #Tasks where agent solicited demonstrations &

cumulative rewards on all the tasks when confronted with 7 tasks on Half-Cheetah domain.

Lower c and m leads to more conservative behavior without much gain in reward.

Discussions and Conclusions

I We showed how a BBB based BNN controller can predict task success and
learn across multiple tasks with judicious requests for demonstrations.

I We also saw how the constants c and m of the detector can be manually
tuned to yield more or less sensitive learners.

Future Work

I We look forward to integrating Dataset AGGRegation [2, DAGGER] with
our mechanism that copes with the problem of compounding errors in the
learner’s induced distribution of states.
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